Abstract -We investigate a spectrum splitting approach where light is trapped in a textured dielectric slab and coupled into underlying solar cells of different bandgaps through filters. We describe a specific design featuring an SiO 2 textured slab coated with angle restricting incoupling elements and four underlying dual junction subcells, based on light trapping and efficiency considerations. We then design a full set of four omnidirectional filters based on aperiodic dielectric multilayer films to split the light entering each subcell into spectral bands tuned to the cell bandgaps. Based on the calculated filter performance, we estimate a receiver efficiency of 45% with this initial design.
I. INTRODUCTION
While the Landsberg efficiency limit for a solar cell is approximately 86%, the efficiency limit for a single junction solar cell is ~ 33%, with the largest portion of this difference owing to the thermalization of electron-hole pairs to the semiconductor band edges [1] [2] .
This has motivated significant interest in reducing the thermalization losses via multijunction solar cells, spectrum splitting, and also third generation concepts such as frequency conversion, multiple exciton generation, hot carrier collection and intermediate band solar cells [2] - [5] as possible routes to high efficiency.
Here, we focus on spectrum splitting, where optical components are used to separate the broadband solar spectrum into several spectral bands, each of which are directed onto a solar cell with a bandgap tuned to that spectral band. Many optical approaches to spectrum splitting are possible, including holographic, parallelepiped, prism or grating based approaches [4] . Here we analyze a light trapping filtered concentrator approach, which traps incident light inside a dielectric slab and passes it to the appropriate cell through filters.
The light trapping filtered concentrator approach, which was first outlined by Goetzberger [6] , randomizes the light within a textured or scattering dielectric slab where it is trapped by total internal reflection. On a random path through the slab, light impinges upon various omnidirectional filters, designed to allow only the appropriate spectral band to enter the underlying cell. In this paper, we focus on design details of such a dielectric slab structure to allow for high optical and module efficiencies. Figure 1a illustrates the final approach, with an array of angle restricting optics on top of the dielectric slab to improve optical efficiency and an underlying layer of multijunction subcells. The slab assembly can then be deployed within a high concentration system allowing for further efficiency gains and cost reductions. Our modeling suggests that receiver efficiencies greater than 50% may be achievable with ideal omnidirectional filters, and our initial filter design gives predicted efficiencies of 45%.
II. MULTIPASS OPTICAL MODEL
We begin by developing a multipass ray optical model for light propagation within the dielectric slab. We assume ideal filters and slab thickness comparable to the subcell width. According to Monte Carlo simulations, a slab of at least this thickness maximizes the probability that light reflected from a filter at a given subcell will next impinge on the appropriate subcell. Conversely, if the slab is too thin, the light ray is likely to impinge on the same non-ideal subcell twice. Under the thick slab assumption, Monte Carlo simulations indicate that the probability for light to impinge on the correct subcell with each pass is f, the fraction of slab area covered by the correct subcell. Assuming all subcells are of the same size, f=1/subcell number. Thus, for idealized filters, a fraction of light f is absorbed on the first pass through the cell. Then, on the second pass, (1-f)(1-p)f is absorbed, where p is the probability of escape at the top of the slab. Performing the summation for infinite passes, we find the overall fraction of light absorbed, or the optical efficiency, η opt , is:
This result is plotted in figure 2a, illustrating that a low escape probability combined with a small number of cells gives the highest optical efficiency. To maintain a high optical efficiency in combination with a large number of subcells for optimal spectrum utilization, we initially consider four underlying dual junction subcells. While two or three triple junction subcells would also be a very reasonable choice, we 978-1-4799-3299-3/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEEchose four subcells with the idea that narrower spectral bands would ease the filter design, and to reduce cell design and fabrication complexity. Table 1 gives the bandgaps of the four current matched dual junction subcells, optimized to the AM 1.5D spectrum, along with III-V alloy compositions for each bandgap. All of these materials have a direct band gap and are lattice-matched to either InP or GaAs, allowing for high quality epitaxial growth. Optical efficiency for the light trapping filtered concentrator is maximized when the probability of light escaping the slab is low. This escape probability can be reduced by mounting an angle-restricting device such as an array of compound parabolic concentrators (CPCs) on top of the slab. With such angle restrictors the slab can only receive light from within the acceptance angle of the CPCs, but light also only enters the slab through small holes at the bottom of each CPC. Since most of the slab is covered with a reflector, the light escape probability from the slab is reduced by a factor of 1/sin 2 (θ), where θ is the acceptance angle of the angle restrictor [7] [8].
As we expect, the probability of escape is lowest for a high index slab and a slab with narrow angle restriction, as shown in Figure 2 .
II. INITIAL SYSTEM DESIGN
While the multipass model suggests maximizing the slab index of refraction and/or minimizing the acceptance angle of the CPCs to maximize optical efficiency, both approaches involve tradeoffs. Restricting the acceptance angle of the CPCs reduces the maximum external concentration obtainable or equivalently increases the required tracking angular resolution at a given concentration factor. While slab materials with high index of refraction give higher optical efficiency for a wider acceptance angle, they generally have lower bandgaps, such that absorption in the slab may occur. For example, if the slab were composed of a high index semiconductor material such as GaP, a significant portion of the solar spectrum would be lost to parasitic absorption in the slab. Furthermore, a high index slab complicates the design of the omnidirectional filters. While multilayer films can have omnidirectional reflectivity, this omnidirectionality is dependent on the light line for the incoming light [9] . Thus, for light entering a filter from a high index medium, where the light line encloses a wider region of momentum space, omnidirectionality is much more difficult to achieve. In addition, when filters are composed of high index materials total internal reflection within the dielectric slab becomes a serious issue, as a lower index filter would be required to achieve index contrast between the filter stack and the slab.
To avoid these tradeoffs between the filter and dielectric slab, we focus on the use of a lower index fused silica slab that utilizes an angle restricting front surface layer to improve the optical efficiency. We then designed filters for each of the four underlying subcells. In theory, lower energy light will not be absorbed in the higher energy subcells, thus it is not necessary to filter light from these cells. However, in a realistic cell, lower energy light passing through the cell will suffer losses from parasitic free carrier absorption and imperfect back reflection, which we estimate as a 20% loss. Thus the filters are designed for transmission only in the design band.
A full set of four filters was designed using the OpenFilters program [10] . For optical calculations, we assumed each filter to have a top interface adjoining the fused silica slab and a bottom interface adjoining a GaAs subcell. The filters for the three lowest bandgap subcells were designed by first creating Fig. 2 . a) Optical efficiency as a function of the number of subcells and the probability of escape on each pass. b) The probability of escape as a function of CPC acceptance angle range and slab index of refraction.
978-1-4799-3299-3/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEEa periodic stack consisting of alternating layers of rutile and SiO 2 which provided high reflectivity out of band. Next, we determined target values for filter transmission based on the spectral band of power at a given angle, and the anticipated with light misallocated among subcells via relative to that misallocated via reflection. Based on the target values, the TiO 2 and SiO 2 layer thicknesses were adjusted to optimize the filter figure of merit. For the highest bandgap subcell, we could not find a sufficiently promising periodic dielectric multilayer film design. Thus we used a needle optimization algorithm in conjunction with transmission and reflection targets as described above to design an ap TiO 2 /SiO 2 multilayer film [12] .
a) b)
The resulting filters have between 37 and 199 layers with total thicknesses ranging from 4-47 µm. We note that these initial designs focused on achieving optimal performance, and alternating layers of rutile TiO 2 provided high reflectivity out of band. [11] target values for filter reflection and transmission based on the spectral band of each cell, the power at a given angle, and the anticipated loss associated light misallocated among subcells via transmission reflection. Based on the target layer thicknesses were adjusted to For the highest bandgap subcell, we could not find a sufficiently promising periodic design. Thus we used a needle optimization algorithm in conjunction with transmission and reflection targets as described above to design an aperiodic
The resulting filters have between 37 and 199 layers with 47 µm. We note that these initial designs focused on achieving optimal performance, and it is likely that the filter thicknesses could be reduced substantially with a minimal impact on filter performance. In addition, the needle-based design gave by far the thinnest filters, so future designs utilizing this method for all of the filter designs seem likely to result in substantially thinner filters. Figure 3a illustrates the calculated with angle and wavelength for the lowest bandgap (longpass) filter. Filter performance is nearly mode around 60°. Figure 3b gives the angle reflectivity spectra for all four filters, accounting for both brightness and the relative solid longpass filter is not fully omnidirectional, we see that it gives excellent angle-averaged performance. While the other filters show poorer performance than the show reasonable angle-averaged wavelength the relevant spectral bands.
III. RECEIVER EFFICIENCY
To determine the overall receiver efficiency, the angle averaged reflectivity spectra were used in conjunction with the multipass optical model. In the original model with idealized filters, we considered the probability on each pass that a given ray entered the correct cell or escaped from the top. Now we consider each wavelength separately probability that a ray enters each of the underlying subcells on a given pass. If a photon enters a subcell with enough for absorption, that photon generating power in that subcell. However if the light enters a cell with a bandgap higher than the photon energy, 20% of the light is assumed to be parasitically absorbed in the cell, as discussed previously. We also consider based on our later optimizations. With calculated the photon flux that enters each of the subcells, as shown in Fig. 4 . it is likely that the filter thicknesses could be reduced substantially with a minimal impact on filter performance. In based design gave by far the thinnest filters, so future designs utilizing this method for all of the ns seem likely to result in substantially thinner Figure 3a illustrates the calculated variation of reflectivity the lowest bandgap (longpass) omnidirectional, despite a 60°. Figure 3b gives the angle-averaged four filters, accounting for both angle. Even though the longpass filter is not fully omnidirectional, we see that it gives performance. While the other filters performance than the longpass filter, they still wavelength discrimination in FFICIENCY CALCULATIONS receiver efficiency, the angle averaged reflectivity spectra were used in conjunction with the multipass optical model. In the original model with idealized filters, we considered the probability on each pass that a given escaped from the top. Now we consider each wavelength separately, and determine the ray enters each of the underlying subcells on enters a subcell with bandgap low is counted toward the flux cell. However if the light enters a higher than the photon energy, 20% of the light is assumed to be parasitically absorbed in the cell, as
We also consider a 7° acceptance angle based on our later optimizations. With these assumptions, we calculated the photon flux that enters each of the subcells, as Photon flux entering each of the underlying subcells. The grey the AM 1.5D spectrum. The red line corresponds to the 0.93/0.74 eV subcell, the yellow to the 1.23/1.06 eV subcell, the green to the 1.60/1.42 eV subcell and the blue to the 2.25/1.84 eV subcell.
The photon flux to each subcell shows several interesting features. First, it appears that relatively few photons are lost from the top of the cell, owing to the narrow acceptance angle. In addition, we see fairly good spectral splitting between the cells with much of the misallocated light entering a cell that is only slightly nonoptimal.
For example, most of the misallocated light in the highest energy spectral band (2.25/1.84 eV cell) enters the cell tuned to the second highest energy spectral band (1.60/1.42 eV cell), which is in accord with the reflectivity spectra in Fig. 3b . Thus, the voltage loss is much less than if the light had entered the cell tuned to the lowest energy spectral band (0.93/0.74 eV cell). In addition, we note that most of the misallocated photons in the highest energy spectral band are right near the band cut-off. Thus, the net effect of misallocation in this band is largely to shift photons from a 1.84 eV junction to a 1.60 eV junction, giving a relatively small voltage loss.
To complete the design, we calculated an overall system efficiency. One complication is that current matching was achieved by appropriate bandgap choices for the original set of subcells for the AM 1.5D spectrum. These cell designs are then not fully current matched with the split photon fluxes illustrated in Fig. 3 . To resolve this, the bandgaps are adjusted slightly to achieve current matching for the filter designs of Fig. 3 , and then the photon flux is recalculated with the adjusted bandgaps. For efficiencies calculated in Fig. 5 , the results are nearly current matched, and the small losses associated with the slight current mismatch are accounted for in the calculation. In addition, to account for realistic subcell performance, the subcell open circuit voltages are de-rated relative to ideal detailed balance values by an external radiative efficiency of 0.3% and the current is assumed to be 90% of the ideal J sc for each subcell [13] [14] .
Each efficiency curve in Fig. 5 corresponds to an assumed tracking accuracy (expressed in terms of the angular resolution required for an equivalent concentration), which is a product of the angular requirements of the angle restrictors on top of the slab and the external concentration above the slab. Assuming the external concentrator is performing at its thermodynamic limit [7] , the tracking accuracy, T, can be expressed as:
where is the acceptance angle of the angle restrictor and C is the external concentration. Thus the restrictor acceptance angle narrows as the external concentration is reduced.
Interestingly, the maximum efficiency for all assumed values of tracking accuracy occurs at approximately 7° acceptance angle. This suggests that for these filters, narrowing the escape cone further does relatively little to improve the efficiency. In addition, we see that improved tracking accuracy allows for somewhat higher receiver efficiencies with significantly greater external concentration. For a 10,000x tracking accuracy, which has been demonstrated experimentally [15] , receiver efficiencies of 45% are predicted at 150 suns. We then estimate additional optical losses of 7% in the external concentrator, 2% in the angle restrictor, and 3% at the slab interface. This combined with electrical losses of 2% from series resistance and 2% due to DC to DC conversion losses give an estimated two terminal module efficiency of 38%.
III. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the light trapping filtered concentrator spectrum splitting design to optimize it for high system efficiency. Using a multipass model, we found that a small number of underlying subcells combined with a low probability of slab escape are important to optical efficiency. For our initial design, we elected to use four underlying III-V dual junction subcells that are both current-matched and lattice matched to standard substrates. We then designed a set of four multilayer dielectric filters to match the spectral band of each subcell.
While the filters do not show ideal characteristics, they provide reasonably good splitting performance with relatively low loss. Thus, we find that receiver efficiencies of greater than 45% may be achieved at 150 suns with a 10,000x tracking accuracy. There is considerable room for further system optimization via filter design, subcell design, and the angle restrictor design. 978-1-4799-3299-3/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE
